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Abstract8

Vertical-axis wind turbines are great candidates to enable wind power9

extraction in urban and off-shore applications. Currently, concerns10

around turbine efficiency and structural integrity limit their indus-11

trial deployment. Flow control can mitigate these concerns. Here, we12

experimentally demonstrate the potential of individual blade pitching13

as a control strategy and explain the flow physics that yield the per-14

formance enhancement. We perform automated experiments using a15

scaled-down turbine model coupled to a genetic algorithm optimiser16

to identify optimal pitching kinematics at on- and off-design oper-17

ating conditions. Optimal blade kinematics yields a three-fold power18

coefficient increase at both operating conditions compared to the non-19

actuated turbine and a 70 % reduction in structure-threatening load20

fluctuations at off-design conditions. Based on flow field measurements,21

we uncover how blade pitching manipulates the flow structures to22

achieve performance enhancement. Our results can aid vertical-axis wind23

turbines to increase their much-needed contribution to our energy needs.24

Keywords: Wind energy, Genetic algorithm, Active flow control, Dynamic25

stall26
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2 Optimal blade pitch control for VAWT

According to the International Energy Agency, the installed wind power capac-27

ity should increase 11 times between 2020 and 2050 to meet the global net-zero28

emissions by 2050 objective (International Energy Agency, 2021). Wind power29

is expected to cover up to 31 % of the electricity supply by 2050, which is30

logistically challenging as the overall capacity is limited by the availability of31

exploitable land (Barthelmie and Pryor, 2014; Dupont et al, 2018). The instal-32

lation of new wind farms alters wind conditions and decreases the performance33

of existing downwind farms (Lundquist et al, 2019; Akhtar et al, 2021). An34

increase in diversity of wind turbine technology can help mitigate concerns35

around land use and wake interference (Rolin and Porté-Agel, 2018; Huang36

et al, 2023).37

Vertical-axis wind turbines provide an attractive design that complements38

their more ubiquitous horizontal-axis counterparts. By adding vertical-axis39

turbines to densify existing hortizontal-axis wind turbine farms, the farm’s40

power output is increased by up to an order of magnitude (Dabiri, 2011; Xie41

et al, 2017; Scherl et al, 2020). Vertical-axis, or cross-flow, turbines rotate42

about an axis orthogonal to the incoming flow, which makes them insensitive43

to wind direction and allows them to prosper in vortex-dominated urban flows44

(Xie et al, 2017; Scherl et al, 2020). They typically operate at lower rotational45

frequencies, which significantly reduces noise and the risk of collision with avian46

species (Rezaeiha et al, 2017; Strom et al, 2017). Crucial mechanical parts47

in the drive train can be placed close to the ground. This greatly facilitates48

maintenance, reduces structural loads, and lowers the centre of mass, which49

benefits floating off-shore applications (Borg et al, 2014; De Tavernier et al,50

2022).51

The aerodynamic complexity of vertical-axis wind turbines has hampered52

their industrial development and deployment. The blade encounters varying53
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic representation of an H-type vertical axis turbine with radius R viewed
from above. The force direction convention used in this study is represented by the positive
direction of the radial force FR, azimuthal force Fθ, and pitching moment around the quarter-
chord Mz. (b) Zoomed-in view of the velocity triangle at the blade level showing the blade
velocity ωR, the wind velocity U∞, and the resulting effective velocity Ueff. The ratio between
the blade velocity and the wind velocity is known as the tip-speed ratio: λ = ωR

U∞
. The

effective angle of attack αeff is defined as the angle between the blade’s chord and the effective
velocity vector. By convention, the effective angle of attack is positive when the effective flow
velocity hits the blade on the surface facing outward and vice versa. The blade’s pitch angle
αpitch is defined as the angle between the blade’s chord and the tangent line to the blade’s
path. By convention, the pitch angle is positive when the leading edge of the blade is rotated
inward and vice versa. (c) The variation of the effective angle of attack αeff with respect
to the blade’s azimuthal position θ and the tip-speed ratio λ is derived from trigonometry:

αeff(θ) = tan−1
(

sin θ

λ+cos θ

)

− αpitch(θ). (d) The effective flow velocity Ueff seen by the turbine

blade can also be expressed relative to the incoming wind speed with respect to the blade’s
azimuthal position: Ueff(θ) = U∞

√
1 + 2λ cos θ + λ2. The amplitude and asymmetry of the

variations in effective angle of attack and effective velocity increase with decreasing tip-speed
ratio λ. For tip speed ratios below λ ≈ 3, the magnitude of the effective angle of attack
exceeds the static stall angle of attack αss, indicated with a dashed line in (c).

flow conditions throughout a single turbine rotation, even in a steady wind.54

When the turbine operates at a low tip speed ratio λ, which is the ratio55

between the blade velocity and the wind velocity, the blade perceives significant56

amplitude changes in the angle of attack and relative wind velocity (figure 1).57
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Varying flow conditions can give rise to flow separation and the formation of58

large-scale vortices on the surface of the turbine blades (Simão Ferreira et al,59

2009; Buchner et al, 2018). For wind turbine applications, large-scale vortices60

are considered undesirable because they lead to a significant loss in efficiency61

and load transients that jeopardise the turbine’s structural integrity (Laneville62

and Vittecoq, 1986; Buchner et al, 2018; Le Fouest and Mulleners, 2022).63

Control strategies that delay the onset of flow separation include surface actu-64

ators, such as plasma actuators or blowing and suction slots (Rezaeiha et al,65

2019). High installation and maintenance cost have hampered the commer-66

cial deployment of such blade surface flow actuators. Alternative performance67

control strategies for vertical-axis wind turbines are intracycle control of the68

turbine’s rotational velocity (Strom et al, 2017; Dave et al, 2021) or blade69

pitching (Rezaeiha et al, 2017; Elkhoury et al, 2015; Jain and Abhishek, 2016).70

Previous attempts of static and synchronous blade pitch have been successful71

at targeted conditions but lack versatility.72

Here, we demonstrate the potential of individual dynamic blade pitching73

to enhance the efficiency and maintain the structural integrity of vertical-axis74

wind turbines across tip-speed ratios using our unique set-up that consist of75

a scaled-down one bladed instrumented turbine model with dynamic blade76

pitching capabilities (Le Fouest and Mulleners, 2022; Le Fouest et al, 2023).77

The turbine’s efficiency is conventionally expressed by its power coefficient,78

which is defined as the ratio of the net power generated by the turbine P and79

the power carried by the flow crossing the blade’s swept area Aswept:80

CP =
P

1

2
ρU3

∞Aswept

. (1)
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The power coefficient varies as a function of the tip-speed ratio. High power81

coefficient are achieved at intermediate tip-speed ratios, typically around λ ≈ 382

(Villeneuve et al, 2021; Rezaeiha et al, 2018, 2017). At low tip-speed ratios83

(λ < 2.5), large amplitude angle of attack excursions above the blade’s critical84

stall angle for extended periods of time (figure 1c) lead to the occurrence of85

deep dynamic stall and a drop in power coefficient (Migliore et al, 1980; Simão86

Ferreira et al, 2009; Le Fouest and Mulleners, 2022). For high tip-speed ratios87

(λ > 4), the power coefficient drops due to a decrease in the blade forces88

with decreasing effective angles of attack. Vertical-axis wind turbines typically89

operate at intermediate tip-speed ratios.90

We couple the turbine model to a genetic algorithm-based optimiser91

and perform series of automated experiments to determine optimal pitching92

kinematics for two wind scenarios. The first scenario deals with off-design con-93

ditions that are most problematic to efficient turbine operation: high wind94

and low tip-speed ratio conditions. Low tip-speed ratios lead to prohibitively95

high and unsteady loads acting on the turbine blades. This high wind sce-96

nario threatens the turbine’s structural integrity and is associated with a loss97

of efficiency. The second scenario deals with on-design conditions where we98

have optimal wind speeds that yields the highest power coefficient for the non-99

actuated wind turbine. We assess the potential of dynamic blade pitching to100

ensure safe and efficient turbine operation for both scenarios. The optimisation101

objectives are increasing the turbine’s mean power coefficient and reducing the102

blade pitching moment’s standard deviation. The latter objective is used to103

quantify the intensity of undesirable load fluctuations related to flow separation104

from wind turbine blades (Le Fouest and Mulleners, 2022).105
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Fig. 2 Cross-section view of the experimental set-up including the wind turbine model, the
light sheet, the rotating mirror system, and high-speed camera for particle image velocimetry
(PIV). The camera’s field of view is shown in the bottom right. Here, the field of view
was generated by computing the maximum intensity image over 50 images taken during
the formation of a large dynamic stall vortex. Similarly to a long exposure shot, it shows
streaklines developing around the blade during the occurrence of dynamic stall. PIV was used
to uncover how the optimal pitching kinematics affect the flow physics. The optimisation of
the blade kinematic fully relies on the blade force measurements. The routine followed by
the genetic algorithm for each individual is outlined in the top right part of the figure. At the
beginning of each generation, the genetic algorithm generates a new population comprised
of 60 individuals based on the performance on the previous generation. For each individual,
the pitch profile is uploaded to the motion controller. The motion controller synchronously
actuates the top motor at a constant frequency and executes the requested pitch profile
with the pitching motor. When PIV was performed, the motion controller also electronically
gears the rotation of the rotating mirrors to the top motor, such that the blade remains in
the field of view. Unsteady loads are measured with strain gauges. The signal is amplified
on-board and transmitted to a data acquisition system (DAQ) via a slip ring. The computer
retrieves physical forces and computes the two objective functions before moving on to the
next individual.

The proposed pitching kinematics are a sum of sine waves with three106

harmonics of the turbine rotational frequency ω:107

αpitch(t) = A0 +

3∑

n=1

An sin(nωt+ θn) , (2)
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where A0 is a fixed angle offset, An is the amplitude and θn the phase shift of108

the nth harmonic. This leads to a total of seven optimisation parameters. The109

experimental set-up and the optimisation routine are summarised in figure 2110

and discussed in more detail in the Methods.111

Optimisation of pitching kinematics for off-design operation112

Ideally, a wind turbine operates at a rotational frequency that corresponds113

to its optimal tip-speed ratio and the current wind speed, but certain wind114

conditions push the turbine towards off-design operation. For example, if the115

average wind velocity suddenly increases beyond the turbine’s rated speed, the116

tip-speed ratio drops, as it is desirable to maintain a fixed rotational frequency117

to facilitate power delivery to the electrical grid. Another scenario where oper-118

ation at off-design tip-speed ratios is inevitable is when the wind speed is so119

strong that the rotor velocity required to meet the optimal tip-speed ratio120

exceeds the physical capacity of the turbine’s structure and generator. To121

remain within the safe operational envelope of the turbine we need to reduce122

the rotational velocity and operate at off-design conditions.123

The results of the bi-objective blade pitching optimisation for the turbine124

operating at an off-design tip-speed ratio of λ = 1.5 are summarised in figure 3.125

The performance of all 1800 tested individuals during the optimisation are pre-126

sented in figure 3a in terms of their mean power coefficient, normalised by the127

mean power coefficient of the non-actuated turbine, and the standard devia-128

tion of the pitching moment, also normalised by the standard deviation of the129

non-actuated turbine. The best-fit individuals that form a Pareto front are130

coloured corresponding to their relative mean power coefficient. An individual131

is considered part of the Pareto front or Pareto-optimal when no other individ-132

ual scored better for both objectives. We further analyse the Pareto-optimal133

kinematics to highlight their common features and traits.134
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Fig. 3 Performance overview for all 1860 tested individuals at tip-speed ratio λ = 1.5, with
a focus on optimal kinematics. (a) The two optimisation objectives in this study, the mean
power coefficient and the standard deviation of the pitching moment, are shown as a paramet-
ric scatter plot. Both axes were normalised by the performance of the non-actuated case that
scored a mean power coefficient of CP,na = 0.08 and a pitching moment standard deviation
of σ(Mz,na) = 0.03 Nm. Normalising the axes offers a simple way to assess the improve-
ment achieved by actuation, as the values shown on the axes represent a net improvement
ratio compared to the non-actuated case. The best-fit individuals that form a Pareto front
are coloured corresponding to their normalised mean power coefficient. (b) Temporal evolu-
tion of the blade pitch angle for all individuals (light grey) and Pareto-optimal individuals
(coloured). A negative pitch angle corresponds to an outward rotation of the blade’s lead-
ing edge and vice versa. The line colours refer to the normalised mean power coefficient. (c)
Temporal evolution of the effective angle of attack for the non-actuated individual (black),
all tested individuals (light grey) and Pareto-optimal individuals (coloured). (d) Maximum
value of the effective angle of attack reached during upwind, for the different Pareto-optimal
solutions sorted according to their relative fluctuation level. (e) Mean offset angle (A0) and
(f) amplitude of the third harmonic (A3) of the Pareto-optimal pitching kinematics.

The optimal individuals improve their power coefficient by 250 % to135

320 % and reduce the pitching moment standard deviation by 60 % to 77 %136

(figure 3a). Overall, both objectives can be achieved hand in hand and the137

remaining trade-off between increasing performance and reducing fluctuations138

is tied to subtle changes in the pitching kinematics.139
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The Pareto-optimal pitching kinematics all execute an outward pitching140

manoeuvre during upwind, followed by inward pitching manoeuvre during141

downwind (figure 3b). The initial outward pitching manoeuvre serves to reduce142

the blade’s effective angle of attack, delay the moment the critical static143

stall angle is exceeded, and reduce the maximum effective angle of attack144

(figure 3c,d). The blade pitching kinematics that yield the highest power coef-145

ficients have a higher amplitude of the mean offset angle (figure 3e) and have a146

higher contribution of the third order terms from the sine-series described by147

equation (2) (figure 3f). The highest power coefficient kinematics with a large148

amplitude of A3 also yield the lowest reduction in the pitching moment fluc-149

tuations. These more complicated kinematics perform well in our controlled150

laboratory environment, but for general applications, we would recommend151

using the simpler kinematics that are likely to be more robust and further152

reduce the pitching moment standard deviation.153

The inward pitching manoeuvre during downwind serves to decrease the154

magnitude of the blade’s effective angle of attack below the critical stall155

angle between t/T = 0.70 and t/T = 0.78 for all Pareto-optimal solutions156

(figure 3c). The magnitude of the effective angle of attack of the non-actuated157

turbine blade remains above the critical limit during most of the downwind158

(|αeff| > αstatic stall from t/T = 0.52 to t/T = 0.90) which prevents the tur-159

bine from creating significant power during the downwind (figure 4). The160

earlier recovery in the Pareto-optimal blade pitching cases allows for a sub-161

stantial second region of power production in the second half of the downwind162

(figure 4).163

To uncover the impact of the blade kinematics on the power coefficient,164

we analyse the combined results of the time-resolved power coefficient and165

flow field measurements in figure 4a-b for the non-actuated and an exemplary166
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Fig. 4 Polar plot comparison of the phase-averaged power coefficient for both the non-
actuated case (a) and exemplary optimal kinematics (b) at tip-speed ratio λ = 1.5. Phase-
averaged normalised vorticity fields are shown at eight equally spaced azimuthal positions
(θ = [0 : 45 : 360°]) to illustrate the development of flow structures for both individuals. The
black arrows indicate the size and direction of the force acting on the blade. The dashed
arrows in (b) indicate the size and direction of the blade force in the non-actuated case
for comparison. (c) Timing of the dynamic stall onset, identified as the moment when the
power coefficient drops below zero after the upwind power generation phase, for the different
Pareto-optimal solutions sorted according to their relative fluctuation level. (d) Comparison
of the power extracted during upwind and downwind for the non-actuated case and the
Pareto-optimal solutions sorted according to their relative fluctuation level.

Pareto-optimal pitching blade. The non-actuated case is characterised by the167

occurrence of deep dynamic stall (figure 4a). As the blade climbs upwind, a168

leading-edge vortex forms, increases the leading edge suction, and allows for a169

peak in power production around θ = 80°. When the vortex separates from the170

blade before the end of the upwind, the blade forces and the power coefficient171

collapse. In the downwind half of the cycle, the outward side of the airfoil172

becomes the suction side, and the flow remains mostly separated due to the173
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high magnitude of the effective angle of attack. This leads to limited power174

extraction during downwind.175

The Pareto-optimal pitching kinematics begin the upwind by pitching the176

blade outwards, reducing the blade’s effective angle of attack. This manoeuvre177

delays flow separation and redirects the aerodynamic force towards the direc-178

tion tangential to the blade’s path (figure 4b). A coherent stall vortex is not179

observed until the end of the upwind and the vortex is significantly smaller180

than in the non-actuated case. The effective delay of dynamic stall allows the181

blade to obtain a positive power coefficient during the entire upwind. When the182

blade enters the downwind, the blade executes a rapid inward pitch manoeu-183

vre, forcing the stall vortex to shed. By controlling and delaying the timing of184

the vortex shedding, the stall vortex is now shed towards the side of the rotor185

to effectively avoid blade-vortex interactions and associated load fluctuations.186

The absence of blade-vortex interactions combined with the early drop in the187

magnitude of the effective angle of attack promotes flow reattachment and the188

occurrence of a prominent second region of power extraction during downwind.189

All Pareto-optimal kinematics show the same key features that explain190

their improved performance at off-design operation. An initial outward pitch-191

ing manoeuvre delays the onset of dynamic stall and redirects the aerodynamic192

force forwards during upwind. Dynamic stall onset is delayed from t/T = 0.35193

in the non-actuated case to 0.50 < t/T < 0.53 for the Pareto-optimal solu-194

tions (figure 4c). The subsequent inward pitching motion controls the timing195

and the direction of the shedding of the stall vortex to avoid blade-vortex196

interactions and allows for early flow reattachment. These combined effects197

substantially increase the power generated during downwind (figure 4d). All198

Pareto-optimal solutions reach approximately the same average power coeffi-199

cient of 0.343± 0.007 during upwind, which is a (260± 5) % improvement with200
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respect to the non-actuated case. The differences between the Pareto-optimal201

kinematics mainly affect the downwind. Overall, blade pitching is a highly202

effective solution to keep wind turbines safe while boosting their performance203

during off-design operation.204

Optimisation of pitching kinematics for on-design operation205

Ideally, vertical-axis wind turbines operate most of the time at on-design206

tip-speed ratios. To confirm that individual blade pitching is still worth the207

investment under ideal operation condition, we also conducted the optimisa-208

tion experiments at the tip-speed ratio of λ = 3.2, where our non-actuated209

experimental turbine model reaches its highest power coefficient. The results210

are summarised in figure 5.211

The Pareto-front has two branches, a lower branch where σ(Mz) ≤ σ(Mz,na),212

and a higher branch where σ(Mz) > σ(Mz,na) (figure 5a). The Pareto-optimal213

individuals in the higher branch improve their power coefficient by 270 % to214

312 % at the expense of increasing their load fluctuations up to 186 %. The215

level of load fluctuations for the non-actuated turbine at this optimal tip-speed216

ratio is low and is not a concern for the safe operation of the turbine. If we217

do not want to risk increasing the level of load fluctuations, we can opt for218

solutions on the lower branch of the Pareto front, which still improve their219

power coefficient up 270 % or further reduce the load fluctuations by as much220

as 186 %.221

The pitching kinematics on the lower branch of the Pareto front are close222

to a simple low amplitude sinusoidal motion at the rotor frequency (figure 5b).223

This leads to a reduction in the gradient of the effective angle of attack during224

extended parts of the cycle (figure 5c) and a maximum effective angle of attack225

below the critical static stall limit (figure 5d). All Pareto-optimal kinematics226
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Fig. 5 Performance overview for all 2280 tested individuals at tip-speed ratio λ = 3.2, with
a focus on optimal kinematics. (a) The two optimisation objectives in this study, the mean
power coefficient and the standard deviation of the pitching moment, are shown as a paramet-
ric scatter plot. Both axes were normalised by the performance of the non-actuated case that
scored a mean power coefficient of CP,na = 0.28 and a pitching moment standard deviation
of σ(Mz,na) = 0.007 Nm. Normalising the axes offers a simple way to assess the improve-
ment achieved by actuation, as the values shown on the axes represent a net improvement
ratio compared to the non-actuated case. The best-fit individuals that form a Pareto front
are coloured corresponding to their normalised mean power coefficient. (b) Temporal evolu-
tion of the blade pitch angle for all individuals (light grey) and Pareto-optimal individuals
(coloured). A negative pitch angle corresponds to an outward rotation of the blade’s lead-
ing edge and vice versa. The line colours refer to the normalised mean power coefficient. (c)
Temporal evolution of the effective angle of attack for the non-actuated individual (black),
all tested individuals (light grey) and Pareto-optimal individuals (coloured). (d) Maximum
value of the effective angle of attack reached during upwind, for the different Pareto-optimal
solutions sorted according to their relative fluctuation level. (e) Mean offset angle (A0) and
(f) amplitude of the third harmonic (A3) of the Pareto-optimal pitching kinematics.

have higher offset angle magnitudes |A0| compared to the optimal pitching solu-227

tions at off-design operation (figure 5e). The highest power-extracting pitching228

kinematics have a higher contribution of the higher harmonics (figure 5f).229
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Fig. 6 Polar plot comparison of the phase-averaged power coefficient for both the non-
actuated case ((a)) and the optimal kinematics ((b)) at tip-speed ratio λ = 3.2. Phase-
averaged normalised vorticity fields are shown at eight equally spaced azimuthal positions
(θ = [0 : 45 : 360°]) to illustrate the development of flow structures for both individuals. The
black arrows indicate the size and direction of the force acting on the blade. The dashed
arrows in (b) indicate the size and direction of the blade force in the non-actuated case for
comparison. (c) Timing of the light dynamic stall onset, identified as the moment when the
power coefficient drops below zero after the upwind power generation phase, for the different
Pareto-optimal solutions sorted according to their relative fluctuation level. (d) Comparison
of the power extracted during upwind and downwind for the non-actuated case and the
Pareto-optimal solutions sorted according to their relative fluctuation level.

The development of the power coefficient and the vorticity fields for the230

non-actuated blade and an exemplary Pareto-optimal pitching blade at λ = 3.2231

are presented in figure 6. The non-actuated blade is characterised by the occur-232

rence of light dynamic stall (figure 6a). Compared to the situation at lower233

tip-speed ratio, the upwind separation region does not evolve into a coherent234

vortex. The moderate effective angle of attack and absence of deep dynamic235
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stall allow the turbine at λ = 3.2 to generate a positive power coefficient dur-236

ing most of the upwind. At the start of the downwind, the flow reattaches. The237

fluid dynamic force acting on the blade is significantly lower during downwind238

than during upwind.239

The main benefit of blade pitching during off-design operation is the effi-240

cient delay and mitigation of deep stall. During on-design operation, deep stall241

is absent and the effect of blade pitching is more prominent during downwind242

(figure 6b). Indeed, we do not observe an influence of the blade pitching on243

the onset of the light dynamic stall (figure 4c). Again, all Pareto-optimal kine-244

matics yield a similar improvement of the average power coefficient during245

upwind and most of the variations are observed during downwind (figure 6d).246

The increase in the downwind power coefficient goes together with an increase247

in the fluctuation levels. The kinematics that lead to the lowest fluctuations,248

do not extract power during downwind. The higher power extracting kine-249

matics achieve an even higher power coefficient during downwind than during250

upwind. These results demonstrate that even at on-design tip-speed ratios,251

blade pitching offers the opportunity to further improve the power extraction252

without compromising the structural resilience of the wind turbines.253

Discussion254

In this study, we demonstrate that individual blade pitching is an effective con-255

trol strategy to improve the performance of vertical-axis wind turbines across256

tip-speed ratios. A family of optimal blade pitching kinematics are derived257

with an in-situ experimental optimisation using a reduced-scale turbine model258

coupled to a genetic algorithm. In the controlled laboratory environment, opti-259

mal dynamic blade pitching can achieve a threefold increase in turbine power260

coefficient at both on- and off-design tip-speed ratios. The main blade pitching261

manoeuvres that are key to success are an outward pitch manoeuvre during262
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upwind and an inward pitch manoeuvre during downwind. The outward pitch263

manoeuvre limits the maximum effective angle of attack and reorients the264

blade force towards the tangential direction to increase power extraction dur-265

ing upwind. At off-design tip-speed ratios, this manoeuvre also delays massive266

flow separation. The downwind inward pitch manoeuvre causes the magnitude267

of the effective angle of attack to quickly drop and remain just below the value268

of the critical stall angle to optimise the power extraction during downwind.269

Classically, vertical-axis wind turbines extract little to no power during down-270

wind and the improvements achieved here are transformative gains in efficiency271

that are crucial for the competitiveness of these turbines. At off-design tip-272

speed ratios, the downwind manoeuvre also controls the location and direction273

of the dynamic stall vortex shedding. By shedding the vortex toward the side274

at the beginning of the downwind, we avoid undesirable vortex-blade inter-275

actions during the rest of the downwind, which further aids to increase the276

downwind efficiency and reduce load fluctuations.277

A necessary and desirable next step is to test this control mechanism at278

larger scale. Our experiments are conducted with a motor-controlled, single-279

blade reduced-scale turbine model, operated at a blade Reynolds number of280

50 000. The motor-controlled turbine is deemed suitable to demonstrate the281

working principle of dynamic blade pitching and estimate its potential (Araya282

and Dabiri, 2015). The primary mechanisms responsible for the success of283

dynamic blade pitching demonstrated here are linked to the blade-level physics284

and are likely to be robust to the presence of a generator and the extension to a285

multi-blade turbine. Generally, the power curves of single-blade and multiple-286

blade units of conventional cross-flow turbines show reasonable overlap, as the287

majority of the power is extracted during upwind, where the effect of additional288
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blades is minor (Strom et al, 2017). Our optimal pitching kinematics substan-289

tially increase the power contribution during downwind and future validation290

is necessary to quantify the improvement for multi-blade turbines operating at291

full-scale Reynolds numbers. The unsteady flow development and the tempo-292

ral evolution of dynamic stall is largely independent of the Reynolds number293

(Ayancik and Mulleners, 2021). The effect of the Reynolds number is expected294

to slightly affect the amplitudes and phase shifts in the optimal pitching kine-295

matics and the values of the optimal tip-speed ratio and power coefficients,296

but not the overall physical mechanisms exploited by dynamic blade pitching.297

Further improvements in closed-loop control of the dynamic blade pitch-298

ing is desirable to increase the flexibility and adaptability of the mechanism.299

Closed-loop control attempts could also explore alternative control objectives300

for specific application scenarios. Low-carbon grids require constant power301

output rather than optimal power output. Blade pitching could also aim for302

optimal wake recovery or wake steering in wind farm configurations. Further-303

more, efforts to improve the modelling capabilities of the unsteady blade-level304

loads and fatigue and the turbine-level performance including the effect of305

blade pitching are necessary to guide future turbine and wind farm designs.306

Full-scale vertical-axis wind turbines with a 750 kW rated power and blade307

pitching capabilities are already available on the market. Dynamic blade pitch-308

ing is a realistic and affordable mechanism to achieve transformative gains in309

efficiency and robustness of vertical-axis wind turbines.310

Methods311

Flow conditions.312

Experiments were conducted in a recirculating water channel with a test313

section of 0.6 m× 0.6 m× 3 m and a maximum flow velocity of 1 m/s. The314
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flow velocity was set using a propeller-based anemometer, to 0.56 m/s for the315

tip-speed ratio λ = 1.5 case and to 0.26 m/s for λ = 3.2. The test section316

had transparent acrylic walls that were bound by a metallic frame, providing317

optimal optical access for velocity field measurements.318

Turbine model.319

We use a scaled-down model of a single-blade H-type Darrieus wind turbine,320

mounted in the centre of the water channel’s test section. The turbine diame-321

ter D was kept constant at 30 cm. The turbine blade had a NACA0018 profile322

with a span of s = 15 cm and a chord of c = 6 cm, yielding a chord-to-diameter323

ratio of c/D = 0.2. The turbine blade was 3D printed using photosensitive324

polymer resin (Formlabs Form 2 stereolithography), sanded with fine P180 grit325

paper and covered with black paint. The turbine’s compact geometry allowed326

for a relatively small blockage ratio of 12.5 %, based on the ratio of the blade’s327

frontal swept area and the water channel’s cross section. The blade is held by a328

cantilevered shaft such that there is no central strut interference with the flow.329

Two circular splitter plates were placed on the sides of the blade to reduce330

tip effects. At low tip-speed ratio (λ < 4), the effective blockage was closer to331

2.5 %, which is the blockage ratio calculated based on the ratio of the blade’s332

surface area to the water channel cross-sectional area. A 2.5 chord length dis-333

tance to the water channel’ side walls was respected at all times. The turbine334

model was driven by a NEMA 34 stepper motor with a 0.05° resolution for the335

angular position. The rotational frequency was kept constant at 0.89 Hz, yield-336

ing a constant chord-based Reynolds number of Rec = (ρωRc)/µ = 50 000,337

where ρ is the density and µ the dynamic viscosity of water. The blade was338

connected to a separate direct-drive stepper motor with a 1 : 12 gear reduction339

yielding a high torque mechanism with a 0.0015° angular resolution. All motors340

were individually controlled and synchronized using a three-thread motion341
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controller (Galil-4080). The absolute position of all motors was determined342

relative to a limit switch for each axis of rotation. The location indication by343

the limit switch was calibrated using a high-precision distance sensor. A hom-344

ing procedure was designed such that all motors found their limit switch and345

moved to their home position at the beginning of each experiment.346

Force measurements.347

We instrumented the blade shaft with twenty strain gauges forming five348

full Wheatstone bridge channels to record unsteady aerodynamic loads. The349

design, calibration, and error quantification of this in-house load cell were350

detailed in Le Fouest and Mulleners (2022). We recorded shear-forces applied351

at the blade’s mid-span in the radial FR and azimuthal Fθ direction, and the352

pitching moment about the blade’s quarter-chord MZ (figure 1a). For each353

experiment, the wind turbine model started at rest with the blade facing the354

incoming flow. The turbine blade was accelerated to its prescribed rotational355

speed. After reaching the target rotational speed, we waited for five full tur-356

bine rotations before starting the load recordings. Aerodynamic forces acting357

on the turbine blade were recorded at 1000 Hz for 25 rotations using a data358

acquisition unit (National Instruments, NI 9205), then the blade was brought359

to rest. The centripetal inertial force resulting from the turbine’s rotation was360

measured by operating the wind turbine in air. The added drag from the two361

splitter plates was measured for all investigated tip-speed ratios by operating362

the wind turbine without the blade, where the two splitter plates where held by363

a small cylinder. The influence of the centripetal inertial force and the splitter364

plate drag force were subtracted from the raw measurement data and only the365

remaining aerodynamic forces acting on the turbine blade were presented. A366

description of the measurement and modelling of the non-aerodynamic forces367
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Table 1 Lower and upper bounds (LB and UB) that constrained the parameter space for
the generation of pitching profile using equation (2). These bounds were chosen to allow
the optimiser to explore as much as possible of the vaste parameter space within the
mechanical limitations of the set-up to ensure safe operation of the turbine.

A0 A1 A2 A3 θ1 θ2 θ3

LBλ = 1.5 −10° −31° −15° −8° −45° −60° −60°
UBλ = 1.5 10° 0° 15° 8° 45° 60° 60°
LBλ = 3.2 −10° −25° −15° −8° −45° −60° −60°
UBλ = 3.2 10° 25° 15° 8° 45° 60° 60°

was given in Le Fouest and Mulleners (2022). The presented force date was368

filtered using a second-order low-pass filter with the cut-off frequency at 30 Hz.369

Genetic algorithm.370

We implemented an optimisation framework using the genetic algorithm opti-371

miser from the MATLAB global optimization toolbox (Chipperfield, 1995) to372

obtain optimal blade pitching kinematics. The optimisation framework was373

fully automated to run unsupervised (figure 2). The allowed pitching kinemat-374

ics were described by a sum of sine waves with three harmonics of the turbine375

rotational frequency and a fixed angle offset (equation (2)), yielding a total376

of seven optimisation parameters. The seven parameters are bounded by the377

values listed in table 1.378

The genetic algorithm iteratively generated generations of 60 individu-379

als. Each individual was a vector containing values for the seven parameters380

describing the dynamic blade pitching kinematics. The first generation con-381

sisted of randomly selected individuals assuming uniform distributions for each382

parameter constrained by the lower and upper bounds indicated in table 1.383

Each individual was tested and evaluated experimentally following the384

force measurement procedure described in the previous section. The evalua-385

tion was done based on two optimisation criteria: maximising the turbine net386

power coefficient and minimising the undesired load fluctuations related to387

flow separation. The net power coefficient was calculated from the measured388
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load data according to equation (1), where the net generated power is the dif-389

ference between the extracted power by the blade, determined by Fθω, and390

the required power to conduct the pitching manoeuvre, determined by MZα̇391

with α̇ the blade’s pitch rate (figures 1 and 2). The level of the load fluctua-392

tions is quantified by the standard deviation of the blade’s pitching moment393

(Le Fouest and Mulleners, 2022).394

After all individuals of a generation have been evaluated, they were ranked395

according to their combined score across both objective functions. The best396

individuals were randomly mutated and recombined with other fit individuals397

to create a new generation of offspring. Each new new generation consited for398

5 % of individuals that are clones of the previous generation’s elite, for 60 %399

of individuals that are a crossover of two parents, and for 35 % of mutated400

individuals from the previous generation. The procedure was iterated until the401

optimisation results converged. Convergence was reached when neither of our402

two objective have improved more than 5 % for the last 10 generations. This403

criterion was reached within 18 and 26 generations for tip-speed ratios λ = 1.5404

and λ = 3.2, respectively.405

Particle image velocimetry.406

Time-resolved planar particle image velocimetry (PIV) was used to measure407

the flow field around the wind turbine blade for selected individuals along the408

Pareto-front. A dual oscillator diode pumped ND:YLF laser (λ = 527 nm)409

with a maximum pulse energy of 30 mJ and a beam splitter were used to410

create two laser sheets from opposite sides of the water channel. The light411

sheets were oriented horizontally at mid-span of the turbine blade (figure 2). A412

high speed camera with a sensor size of 1024 px× 1024 px (Photron Fastcam413

SA-X2) and a spinning mirror apparatus were installed below the channel to414

capture the flow around the blade. The spinning mirror apparatus consisted415
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of two rotating and one stationary mirror, all oriented onto a 45° plane with416

respected to the horizontal plane. The two moving mirrors rotated about the417

same axis of rotation, at the same frequency as the wind turbine model. The418

outer mirror was placed at the same radius as the model blade, such that the419

blade was kept in the center of the field of view of the camera during the420

entire rotation. The field of view was 2.5 c× 2.5 c centred around the blade.421

The acquisition frequency was 1000 Hz. The images were processed following422

standard procedures using a multi grid algorithm (Raffel et al, 2007). The final423

window size was 48 px× 48 px with an overlap of 75 %. This yielded a grid424

spacing or physical resolution of 1.7 mm = 0.029c.425
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